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ABSTRACT

Much of the contemporaïy sociology of science has been

infl-uenced by Robert K" Merton and his students. Although

there is a substantial body of literature in this fiel-d

there has been a dearth of empirical research on the scien-

tists themselves.

The writings of 'Merton and others have suggest,ed

relationships amongst the following four variables: (1)

commitment t.o the ethos of science, (2) desire for rycognt_-

tion, (3) preference for r"rsgrgh, and (4) research involve-

ment" Five hypotheses linking thesê:varial¡les were derived

from the l-iterature reviewed" Measures for each of these

variabl-es were constru.cted in order to test the hypoLheses.

The data provided slight support for the hypotheses"

However, only the rel-ationship betrveen commitment to the

ethos of science and research involvemenÈ was found to be

strong enough to warrant acceptance of the hypothesi-s. Pro-

blems arising from th.e study prevented outright accepLance

or rejection of the remaining Íour hypotheses.
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INTRODUCTION

Robert K. Merton has been one of the most prominent

students of the social organization of science. His major

contributíons to this area have been his description and,

analysis of the ethos of science and his studies on t'he

reward system of scj-ence. The Latter studies have dealt

with the institutional reward, recognition, and the manner

in which it is sought and allocated"

À large proporti on of the recent literature in this

area has been published either by Merton and his stu-dents or

by sociologists who have been inf l-uenced by his writings "

Sociologists of science who have relied upon the tUertonian

approach to science have general'ìy assumed that the ethos of

science still affects the conduct of contemporary scj-entists.

This assumpt,ion has been questioned, however, and in the

absence of sufficient empirical evidence, ít remains an open

question" In acldition, another shortcoming which is asso-

ciated with the lvtertonían a,oproach is a relative l-ack of

empirical research on the d-esire for recognition on the part

of individual- scientists.

Although there is no theory of the sociology of

science which would guide research in this area, the writings

of Merton and other sociologist.s of science v¡ho have been
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influenced by him have suggested relationships amongst the

following four variables: (1) commitment to the ethos of

science¡ (2) desire for recognition; (3) preference for re-

search and (4) research involvement" The primary purpose

of this investigation is, then, to study the relationships

amongst these variables"

The present study is not without limitationsp In

view of the state of the theory of the sociology of science

and the relative lack of empirical research in the area, this

thesis shoul-d be regarded more as a pilot study than a defini-

tive work" The relationships amongst the variables have been

i-nvestigated with a relatively undeveloped measurement in-

strument and the data were gathered from a relatively smal-l

population of academic scientist,s " In spit,e of these problems

it is hoped that the resul-ts of the present study will serve

to indicate the feasibility of continued research in this

area of sociology" Given the necessary time and money, this

research could be extended- to incl-ude scientists from

academia as well as industry and government" Such a study

would undoubtedly overcome the limitations of the present

investigation and produce much more significant resul-ts.
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CITAPTER T

REVTEW OF THE L]TBRATTIRE

Al'Lhough Rolcert K" Merton and others have provided

numerous insights into the condr.rct of scientists and the

work.ings of t:-he institut.ion, science, a coherent body of

iheory in the sociology of scj-ence has yet to emerge. In

view of the apparent. lack of theory to guide research in

this area, discussion in the following sections of this

chapter will consist basically of a review of some general

sociological theory on institutions and of the lit.erature

considered relevant to the und-erstandinq of commitnrent to

the ethos of science and desire for recognition" Hypotheses

derived from the literature reviewed will be stated at the

end of the chapter"

Institutions have been defined as organizations of

roles (Certh and Mills, 1953: 13) " Roles, in turn, are "(1)

units of conduct which by their recurrence stand out as

regularities and (2) which are oriented to the conduct of

other actors. " (eerth and Mills, 1953: J-0) " As an ind-ivi-

dual becomes socialized into an institutional- role, h€ inter-

nalizes institutionally appropriate rul-es of conducL" These

rules of conduct channel human behavior in "or'ìe direction

as opposed to many other directions that would be theoret-

ically possible" (Berger and Luckmanrr, L966: 55¡ "
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In addition to internalizing normative aspects of

the institutíon, the individual aLso internalizes the affec-

tive components (emotional and motivational-) of the insLitu-

tion" fn their description of the impact of the institution

upon the individual, Gerth and Mills wriLe:

Inst,itutions not only sel-ect persons and eject them¡
they also form them. . /-t Tnstitutions imprint
their stamps upon the indivdual, modifying his
external behavior as well as his inner life" For one
aspect of learning a role consists of acquíring motives
which guarantee its performance. (1953: 173) "

This concept of role-moti-ve is simil-ar to two

Parsonian concepts, value and value commitment, Both of

these concepts have motivational components whj-ch are pos-

tul-ated as affecting the actions of actors in social systems"

On this poj-nt, Parsons has written:

/-falues are / conceptions of the desirable which are
applied to objects and standing at varying levels of
generaliEy fsic /" When institutioiralized, they are
such conceptions as are held by members of the society
themselves and to which they hold motivational com*
mitments (7967 a L47) "

Commitment to val-ues obligates members of a social system to

engage in activit,es which wilI optimize the realization of

the desired goals embodied in the values (earsons, 1968).

The concept, value comrnitment, Iinks both the institu-

tional and the individual levels of analysis. At the institu-

tional- level of analysis, value commitments are held by most

members of a system or sub-system (institution) " Act.ions
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which are effectuated by value commj-tments at the institu-

tional level are, preseumably, governed by institutional- norms.

Value comrni tments on the individual level of analysis are

held in varying degrees by the members of institutions "

Varyíno, value cornmitments in individuals would then motivate

varying degrees of involvement in activity w-hich would resu-]t

in the fulfillment of institutional goals.

THE ETHOS OF SCTENCEI

Scientists, like other members of society, are

socialized into an institution and hold varying degrees of

commitment to the values of science" The normative structure

v¡hich affects the conduct of scientists has been call-ed the

"ethos of science". The ethos of science is made up of the

inst.itutional- goal the extension of certified knor^rledge

and four sets of inst.itutional imperati-ves (norms) derived

from this goal" The four institutional- imperatives are

universalism, comrnunism, disinteres'9ecþess and organized

skepticism (Merton, 1968: pp. 606-607)" These norms func-

tion to facilitate the fulfil.l-ment of the institu-tional goal

and to maintain the institutional structure"

llul.tt"n originally discussed. the Ethos of Science
in a paper written in 1942" The paper was subseguently
incorporaied into all three editions of Social Theory and
Social- Structure, (Ig4g, Lg57 o f96S) " eff references to
this study are made to the 1968 edition.
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Universalism refers, in part, to the impersonal

criteria employed in the evaluation of the merit of scienti-

fic works and Lo the assessment by colleagues of a scientistos

role performance. Participation in an institutíon is possible

for a-nyone who possesses the requísite competence" Science,

it is claimed, has no nat.ional boundaries. Anyone, regard-

less of background or personal bel-iefs, rây make a contribu-

tion, (Merton, I968 z 607 -610) .

Merton B s discussion of intellectual communism centres

aloout the property rights of scientif ic ¡rroductions " Once

scientific knowledge is discovered and certified, it belongs

to a common pool of scientific knowledge which mu-st be ma.de

avaj-lable to anyone" Merton writes:

Property rights in science are whittled down to a
bare minimum by the rationale of the scientific ethic"
The scientistûs claim to his intellectual property is
limited to that of recognition and esteem which, if
the institution functions with a modicum of efficiency,
is roughly commensurate with the significance of the
increment brought to the coinmon fund of knowi-edge
(1968: 610) "

Ãnother norm subsumed under the label- of communism is the

norm which demands the free and open dissemination of know-

ledge. "Secrecy is the antithesis of this norm, fuII and

open communication is its enactment. " (Merton, 1968: 611) "

Disinterestedness is a "pattern of institutional

control " which characterizes the behavior of scientists "

(Uerton 0 1968; 613" Conformity to the imperatives subsumed
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under the rubric of disinterestedness ensures that the

scientist submits himself to the scrut.iny ano authority of

his fellow scientists" "The translation of the norm of

disinterestedness into practice is effectively supported by

the u-ltimate accountability of scientists to their com.oeers "

(Merton , L968: 613) "

Organized Skepticism2 i" the last of the four imper-

atives discussed by Merton. Two important functions fulfil-

led by this norm are the prevention of the hasty adoption

of new ideas and the prevention of the development of

dogmat,ism in scientific thinlaing (i'terton, 19682 6L4-6I5) 
"

Subsequent discussions of the normative aspects of

science have been elaborations of Merton's original work.

Barber (f952\, has added two more values of science to

Mertonûs list. The more import,ant of these is individual_ism.

Individualism refers to the scientistos responsibilit,ies t,o

the institution of science i-n the conduct of his research.

The second value, freedom of investigation, is in turn

related to individualism. This value demands that scientists

should be able to investigate any topic they desire, without

imposed restrictions"

More recentJ-y, l4erton¡s description of the normative

)_--b'or a
the reader is

detail-ed definit,ion of organized- skepticism
referred t,o Merton (1968: 601-602) .
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sLructure of science has been slighLly modified by

(1966), Parsons (n-968) and Parsons and Platt (1970)

Parsons and Pl-att have called their version of the

science cognitive rationality, and have applied it

entire American academic system" They write:

Storer

ethos of

to the

Cognit,ive rationality obligates academic men to
engage in the development, the manipulaiion, and the
transference of bodies of knowledge judged in terms
of its emperical validity" Such activity is pursued
on behalf of scholarly, academic, and disciplinary
communities in order to develop knowledge. (1970: 5)

The authors contj-nue their discussion by not,ing;

Research " is . the purest embodiment of the
value of cognitive rationality, " and has become
the highest obligation in the val-ue hierarchy"
(le70: 17) "

High commitment to cognitive rationality or to the

ethos of science obligates scientists to do a particular

type of research, pure or bas¿s research3 (shepard, L956Bi

Storer, L963 and Coser, 1965) " The pure science senLiment

3rh" label pure research has recently been replaced
by the term basic research" The difficutties associated
with defining the term, basic research, have been discussed
by Kidd (IOSO¡. The United States National- Science Founda-
tion definition of basic research ís research in which
". the primary aim of the investigator is a fuller
knowledge or understanding of the su.bject under study rather
than a practical application thereof" " Applied research
on the other hand, is defined as research directed toward
'Lhe practical- application of knowledge" " (NSE6¿-Zg, p" 73) "
These are the def init,ions whi ch will be used in t*re present
study.
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of the traditional ethos of science i s exempJ-ified by what.

¡,lerton calls the "apocryphal toast of the Cambridge ma.thema-

ticians, 'To pure mathematics and may it never be of any

use to anyone¡." (1968:597) " Those who are highly committ,ed

to the ethos of science wou1d, presumably, prefer basic

research to aprolied research, or to any other activity that

is dist,racting from the i-nstítutional goals of science"

THE SCTENTTFTC ROLE

The nature of the scientific role may be inferred

from the preceeding díscu.ssion. Commitment to the èthos of

science prescribes the activities of scientists. Activj-ties

regulated by the ethos of scj-ence may be considered the role

expectations of the scientist. The most important obligation

of scientists, perhaps, is the advancement of knowledge.

This obligation inay be fulfil-Ied by the scientist's involve-

ment in research. or other related forms of scholarly

activity, such as theorizing. Unless this obligatron is

met, the Ínstitutional goal will not be attained" Thus,

scientists must, above all, conduct research-

After the results of research are knourn, they must

be made available to the entire scientific community in

order that they may be competently assessed by other scien-

tists. Assessment of a contribution must be conducted urith
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detached neutrality. If the contribution meets the criteria

used in judging ít, the contribution should be deemed valid"

If a scientist incorporates the works of other scj-entists

into his own, he must acknowledge the other scientists by

citing their works in footnotes. Actions of scienti sts which

fulfil-l the institutional goal and which are guided by the

institutional imperatives result in successful performance

of the scientific role.

Successful role performance in science is likely to

be rewarded by a syst.em of honorific awards.4 The most impor-

tant of these rewards is recognition -- the social approval

which is granted to the scientist by colleagues who are

consj-dered competent to assess the qualiiy of his role

performarìce" As Merton puts it, "recognition and fame become

symbol and reward for having done one's job well"" (L9572

455) -

The recognition bestowed upon scientj-sts for their

accomplishments is important to both the institution and the

indívidual scientist. Colleagual recognition functions as

In science, there is an emphasis on the originality
of contributions" Often, two or more scientists may make
similar con'b,ributions simultaneously. In cases such as these,
the scientist whose contribution is received first rnay get
all the rewards to the exclusion of other scientists. Under
such condit,ions, priority disputes may arise" (Merton, L957) .
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a mechanism of social contro] within the institution.

Hagstrom notes:

Social control in science is an exchange system, a
system wherein gifts of information are exchanged Íor
recognition from scientific colleagues. Because
scientists desire recognition, they conform t,o the
goals and norms of the scientific community" By reward-
ing conformity, this exchange reinforces commitment to
the higher goals and norms of the scientific community"
(1965 z 52) "

Indifference to the response of colleagues resul-ts

in decrease in the institutional- control of the scientist!s

actions. If conditions of mass indifference to col-leagual

recognit,ion prevailed amongst scientists, the reward system

coul-d not operate and the institution might disintegrate"

The desire for recognition may become so important,

for some scientists that the motive of seeking the reward

may displace the institutional motive -- the advancement of

knowledge (Merton, 196Ð .5 ïnterest, in recognition for its

own sake has been considered an incentive to conduct research"

(Hagstrom, 1965; Storer, L966¡ Merton, L969; Eiduson, L962i

Reif, l96t and Reif and Strauss , 1965). Regardl-ess of the

motive, scÍentists must still- perform the institutional- role

if they want recognition. But they cannot get colleagual

recognition if they do not advance knowledge and make it

SD"=ir. for recognit.ion is defined as the importance
which scj-entísts place upon gaining honorific rewards which
are granted for successful- work role performance. Only com-
petent co] leagues may bestow recognition on the scientist,.
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available for others to evaluate"

REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH

Researchers who employ Lhe Mertonian approach to

the sociology of science have generally assumed that the

normative aspects of present-day science are unchanged from

those in MerLon's description of the ethos of science. 6

Trlest (1960) , without openJ-y criticizing the Merton-

ians, demonstrated that there was a su-bstantial- departure

fronr the classical posítion on the values of science. T He

6rh" most prominent trend. in current research on the
sociology of science is the application of Mertonian concepts
at the inst.itutional- l-evel of analysis " with the exceptíon
of Ben*David's works (1960n L962, and 1965), most of the
literature on science and scientists tends to be atheoretical
or descriptive.

Several articles have been writ,ten on scientists from
developing nations. Such sLudies often report a reluctance
on the part of scientists to return to their country of origin
if thelz have been studying abroad" The reasons cit,ed for
this reluct,ance are usually the lack of sophisticated research
facilities in developing nations or that the scientists might
be expected to work at applied research" One possible inter-
pretation of these findings is that the scientists have become
highly committed to the ethos of science" Many of these
articl-es are to be found in Minerva (196f to the present) " A

selected number of papers have also been edited and published
in book form by Shils, (1968).

Although the non-normative aspects of science are of
no concern to this study, attention is directed to two bibl-io-
graphics found in Barber and Hirsch (L962), and Kaplan (L964
and 1965) "

7w"=to= primary reference for this "classical position"
was Barber (L952) 

"
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indicated that onry a relativery smal-l percentage (3s%') of

the scientists in his sample were in favour of alcsor-ute

freedom of choice in research topics, Furthero only 5o% of.

I{est0s respondents felt that scientists shoui-d withold in-

formation from their colleagues. Furthermore, Kaplan (19642

855-857) using west's findings as a basis for his argument

suggest,ed that the values of science have changed from t]re

tÍme when the ethos of science first became inst,itutionalized"

Other studies, however, report findings which indi-

cate that scientists still hold the varues of science in

varying degrees. Results from research carried out in r95g-

1960 by Roger Krohn show that the values of academic scien-

tists are more like the values of the trad.itional scientist

than those of scient,ists employed in non-acaclemic research

organizations.B Krohn does not, however, ind.icate how much

the values of each group differ from those of traditional

science"

Box and Cotgrove found three different types of

scientist: the public, the private, and the instrumental"

Each type is distinguished by differing commitments to the

values of science. The public type is the most commi-tted"

BOrr" of Krohn¡s findings which indicates that the
scientists in his study have internal-ized the goals of ad-
vancing knowledge is the following: more than three-quarters
of university basic medical and physical biological personnel
hoped to make an important theoretical di_scovery, and thus
expand their opportunity for free research (Xrohn, lg7L, p"135)
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The instrumental is the least committed, and could. qu_ite

easily change careers, (1966222¡. The private type of

scientist on the other hand, lies between these two extremes

in his commitment to the values of science. These findings

indicate that Lhose who are highly committed to science hol_d

values similar to those of ethos of science.

Research has consistently found dissatisfaction

amongst the research personnel in industrial laboratories.

This led several scholars who made this observation to

hypothesize that this díssatisfaction arises from two con-

flicting demands upon the scientist: (1) those of the organ-

ization and (21 those engendered by the ethos of science

(Marcson, 1960; Kornhauser , Lg62 and Shepard, 1956a) .9

The source of the probl-em is described by lvlarcson" He writes:

The industrial faboratory and t^he recruit become
invol-ved in two types of expectation: the recruit
expects to fulfill his expectations about basic
research; the laboratory expects the recruit to
become a productive and creative researcher in terms
of devices" This divergence explains itself in strain
and conflict (1960 z 73) .

9mot -l-1 the probl-ems in industrj-al laboratories
however result from the conflicting demands upon the scien-
tist" Some studi-es reporting strains and dissatisfactions
have found them to be related to variables such as style of
l-eadership in work groups, decision-making policies, and
work load (Likert, L969i PeLz and Andrews, L966; Evan, 1962
and Miller, L967) "
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On the other hand, Glaser (L964) found a relative absence

of strains and dissatisfactions when the goals of the organ-

ization and the goals of science coincided. Although these

studies suggest thaL some scientists may have int,ernalized

the ethos of science, rione of the investigators studied the

values of the scj-entists directly"

Taguiri (1970) employed the Allport-Vernon-Lj-ndsey

Scal-e of Values to compare the value orientations of scien-

tists and managers in an industrial laboratory. He found

that scientists scored higher than managers on the theoret-

ical section of the scale, which has contents simil-ar to

those of the ethos of science" This finding suggest,s that

the ethos of science still affects scientists" It is conceiv-

able that the scientists scored higher on the theoretical

section of the Scale of Values because they have been more

exposed to the institution of science" This difference

between the values of managers and scientists could thus be

a factor in strained relationships in the laboratory"

Other findings from research on scientists in non-

academic settings also suggest that the ethos of science may

affect contemporary scientists" Vollmer (1969) reports that

53% of the scientist.s in his sample who were working in

applied research preferred to work in basic research. This

is congruent with the hypothesized relationship of basi-c
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research to the ethos of scj-ence (Shepard, I956b) " Another

consistent finding in studies of non-academic laboratories

is the 25 to 40 percent of those who are dissatisfied woul-d

prefer to move to academic settings (Marcson, 1960; Korn-

hauser, L962; Glaser, 1964¡ Rudd, 1968; and Krohn, J-97J-l .

?lhile these findings may be interpreted as evidence of the

effects of the ethos of science upon the individual scientist,

there is still a large proportion of industrial scientist,s

who do not want to move t,o universitíes or do basic research.

Findings such as these show that some of the scientists may

have adapted themselves to ùhe organizational- demands, or

that they never were as highly committed to the ethos of

science as those who are dissatisfie¿.10

Since 1965, a substantial proportion of the empirj-cal

research in the sociology of science has been focussed on

the reward system of science.lf These studies have usually

lOgox and Cotgrove (1966) have found a correlation
between commitment to science and dissatisfact.ion with applied
research" They have suggested that commitment to science be
included as a major independent, variable in fuLure studj-es of
organizational scientists. Thís is al-so suggested by Mill-er
(1967), who found a strong positive relationship between
length of training and degree of alienat.ion in the organíza-
tion which he studied.

llzuckerman (Lg7O) offers insíghts i¡rto the reward
system of science as weLl as a summary of most of the
research on this subject."
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tended to support Mertonrs hypothesis that recognition

accrues i,n proportion to the significance of the research

contributi-on (toterton, l-968: 610) . Findings from such invest-

igations have al-so been accepted as evidence of universalism

of sciencel2 (Cr.n", Lg65i Cole, L97O¡ and Gaston, 1970) .

Although these stud.ies v/ere conducted at the institutíonal

level of analysisn they indicate that scientists are univer-

salistic at the ind-ividual level of analysis " From this one

could infer that contemporary scientísts still conform to

the ethos of science.

Although Ï¡üest (1960) and Ka,olan (L964) suggest, that

the val-ues of science have changed, no other scholar has

produced any further support for this contention" To the

contrary the majority of the studies reviewed provide evi-

dence indicating that Kaplan0s criticism is unwarranted.

Data from these studies show that the ethos of science still

affects scient,ists" In addition, the findings of Box and

Cotgrove (1966) and Taguiri (1970) also demonstrate that

scientists have vary'i¡g commitments to the ethos of science.

l2cotgrove and. Box
that scientists in England
atories in a manner similar
One may conclude from this
international- "

(1966) and Rudd (1968) found
have reacted to industrial labor-
to that of American scientists.

that universalism in science is
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The fact remains, however, that the probl_em raised by Kaplan's

criticism is a valid one and the val-ues of cont,emporary

scientists must be investiqated"

RECOGNITTON

Very few studies have investigated the al-Ieged impor-

tance of rqcognition to individual scientistso Zuckerman

and Merton (1970) and Ziman (1968) have shown that obtaining

recogniiion, in its various forms, tends to assure the

scientist of colleagual app::ovaI. Recognition has also been

shown to have a reinforcing effect on scientists' activities

and l-evels of perf ormance (Clazer , L964i Cale and Col_e, L967) "

No study has yet examj-ned the desire for recognition

in scientists. Evidence that the desíre for recognition

exisLs, hov/ever, comes primarily from biographical and auto-

biographical- sources or from explanations or descriptions

of the behavior of scientists (neif, L96L; Eiduson, L962i

and Caplow and Mccee, 1958) " One study, however, found that

"the actual provision of status rewards was associated with

achievement" (eelz and .Andrews, L966: 139) " AJ-though this

finding does not demonstraLe that desire for recognition

motivates scientists to become involved in research, it may

be interpreted as evidence in support of the desire for

recognition as motive for research.

Findings from non-empirical studies on recognition
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indicate that it is important for scient,ists to have their

works recognized by their colleagues. These studies also

suggest that, the desire for recognit,ion may provide an im-

portant j-ncent.ive for research. Whether scientists do

indeed desire recognition remains to be ascert,ained empir-

icaJ-ly "

TIYPOTHESES

The literature reviewed suggests the possibility of

reLat,ionships amongst the following variables: cornmitmenL

t,o the ethos of science, desire for recognition, preference

for research, and research involvement" It¡ese relationshíps

have been hypothesized to be:

I. There is a positive relat,ionship between commitment

to the ethos of science and research involvement.

Iã,,. There is a positive relationship between commitment

to the ethos of scíence and preference for research.

II. There is a positive relationship between desire

for recognition and research involvement.

IIa. There is a posit,ive relationship between desire for

recognition and preference for research.

III. There is a positive relationship between commitment

t,o the ethos of science and the desire for recognition"
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C}IAPTER TI

METHODOLOGY

POPUIATION

The Facurty of science at the university of Manitoba

includes ten departments. These are Mathematics, statistics,

Microbiology, Zoology, Botany, Earth S:íences, physics,

Computer Science and the Biological Teaching Unit. The

faculty members of the first eight departmenLs cornprise the

popuration or universe for purposes of this study. These

departments were included for two reasonss (l) members of

these departments represent a group whose val-ues are most

likely to approximate the traditional- val-u-es of science,

(2) scientists in these disciplines have been studíed by

sociologists of science such as Hagstrom (1965) 
"

A l-ist of all faculty members on the payroll was

obtained from the office of the Dean of science" This list

$¡as presumed to be exhaustive,. it totalled LAg. Since twenty-

five faeurty members were unavailable during the research

period, the final population numbered, I24.

Because the reduced population size was too small

to warrant a random samp]-ing Þrocedure such as ttre one sug-

gested by Kish (1953 z L77) , it was decided to distribute the

questionnaire to the total population"

Shortly after the distribut.ion of the questionnaires
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it was learned that seven additional subjects of various

departments would not be available for the study, thus reduc-

íng the population Èo LL/. Seventy-eight. questionnaires

lrrere returned. Of these, five were not usable and four more

were returned after the data had been analyzed. The t,otal

number of subjects studied, therefore, was sixty-nine.

SCALTNG AND MEASUREIVIENT

The questionnaire which was used included eighty

questions, divided into tltree sections"l gtre first sect,ion

consist,ed of ttrirty questions int,ended to gather information

on the control and dependent, variables, while the second

included thirty-seven Likert-type questions forming a pool

of it,ems for ttre commitment to the ethos of sci-ence scale.

The third and last section contained thirteen questions rela-

ted to the respondents0 personal goals and subjective

feelings. In keeping witj¡ the rule of thumb suggested by

Sjoberg and Nett (1968), that the "sensitive questions should

be placed in the middle or toward the end of questionnaires"

(p. 22O) , t]¡is order was observed.

Commitment to the ethos of science was initially

defined operationally as the degree of agreement or disagree-

ment with a series of statements which are face valid

1s"" Appendix I.
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indicators of this construct.2 The questions rel-event, to

the establishment of the commitment to the ethos of science3

scal-e \,vere drawn from three sources" some were borrowed

from Krohn¡s r97L study and from the work currently being

carried out by Mr" i/v"T" phelan as part of his cloctoral re-

search at the university of chicago. The remaining questions

\^/ere constructed expressly for the purposes of this study"

The latter were in part paraphrases of some of Merton's

statements. several- of the questions overlapped in content,

but, this was done purposery for the formation of the scale.

The operational definition of desire for recognition

is the rel-ative importance scientist-subjects assign to

each of a series of quest.ions about certain selected personal

goals. The questions used in Lhe establishment of the desire

for recognition scale were derived from biographj_es of

scienti-sts, pubrished interviews and articles in which

motives of scientists were discussed (neit , 196l," Reif and

strauss, 1965). Most of the items in this section relate

to personal goals that are assumed. to be specj-fic to a career

in science and relevant to colleagual recognitior.4

2"F.." valid measures are measuïes rvhich focus directlyon the variabl-e in which the tester is interested" The refe-
vance of the measuring instrument to what one is trying to
T:3lurg-1s apparent, on the 'face of it, 'r (sej_ltiz, èt á1.,1959: 165)

3Su" Appendix I, euestions 3L-67.
L_=See Appendix Ip euest,ions 68_77"
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Research invol_vement is operationally measured by

the degree of the scient,ist0s investment, in his research.

Three questions were designed for the measurement of research

involvement"S They in/ere intended to determine the number of

research projects engaged in by the scientist at the time of

this study, the number of colleagues working with him, and

the number of hours per week devoted to research.

Preference for research is used to refer to the

scientist,rs preferential alrocation of time to research as

opposed to any ottrer activity. This variable \¡/as measured

by onry one question6 which asked the scientist to indicate

his preference for teaching, administration or research.

SCALING PROCEDURES AND SET.ECTION OF TTEMS

Scales for commitment, to the ethos of science and

the desire for recognition were formed by factor analyzing

ttre int,ercorrelat,ion matrices of the items for each scare.

Factor analysis e>cpresses the relat,ionships among many items

to a smaller number of more general variabres. The new rela-

tionships amongst the variables in the intercorrelation matrix

are represented in a fact,or matrix. variables which have the

highest and purest fact,or loadings (those items which have

high factor loadings on one factor and row factor loadings

5s"" Appendix
6see Appendix

Questions 2L, 22 and 23.
Quest,ion 29.

T,

T.,
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on the other factors) are selected for inclusion in the

scales "

The application of factor analysis as a technique

for constructing scal-es is advantageous for two reasons 3

(1) unidimensional scal-es are formed, (z) those items which

have the highest and purest factor loadings are also the

best indicators of the variable" Factor loadings are the

correlation coefficients between the items and the underly-

ing factors.

The original intercorrelat.ion matrix, horvever, may

be reproduced from the fact,or loadings by summing the cross

products of the rows of the factor mat,rix (Fruchter, 1954¿

35). Thus, items which have the highest factor roadings on

the same factor will also intercorrelate highly witå each

other. This correlation may then be considered a coefficient

of equivalence which is a form of reriability coefficient. T

The factor model used in Ëhis study is the príncipal

factor model- with varimax rotation.S This mod,el yields ortho-

gonal (uncorrelat,ed) factors. rtems serected from the factor

matrix according to the criteria outl-ined above form scales

7rh" coefficient of equivalence tel-ls how well the
test score agrees with other equivalent measures made at, the
same t,ime. rt is obtained by giving two forms of the same
test in close succession" (Cronbach, 1960: 137, See also
Sellt,iz, et al, 1959 z I74l .

SExtensive discussions of this factor model may be
found in Harman (t?øt¡ and Fruchter (1954).
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which are uncorrelated with each other.

The inítíal factor analysis of the thirty seven

items which v/ere designed to measure commitment to the ethos

of science yi-elded unsatisfaciory results. The first factor

accounted for only L4%9 of the totaf variance in the inter-

correlation matrix. It was then decided to delete certain

items from the scale on the basis of item analysis"

Although the t.echnique of item analysis is itsel-f

used for construction of scales, its application to these

items was only to select these which had the rnost discrim*

inatory pov/er " The item analysis technique employed in this

study was developed by S]ett.o (L9371. Items which had a

scale value difference ratiol0 exceeding O"4OO were retained.

9s.. Table 2, Appendix rï.
10rh* Scale Value Difference Ratio (Svnn) is a measure

of the discriminative po\,ver of the item" The SVDR is calcu-
lated by dividing the Scale Value Difference (SVo¡ by the
maximum possible scale value difference (UeSVO¡

(svnR = svp )
( ¡,rpSVD )

the scale value difference is the difference between
the low hal-f mean and the high half mean for each item when
the division of scores 1s based on the total score,

(svn=ñia-Xto")
The maximum possible scale value difference is the

di-fference between the low half mean and the high half mean
when the division of scores is based on individual items.

(lrpsvo=R-ìit-X1o¡)
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Twenty two of the original thirty seven items vúere rejected"

Fifteen items had S\DR values exceeding 0"400" They

\'rere factor analyzed again"11 The first factor in the

unrotated principal factor matrix accounted for 26% of the

total variance in the intercorrelation matrix" This factor

v/as clearly identifiabl-e as a general commitment to the ethos

TABLE I

InLercorrleat,íon Mat,rix of Commitment to Ethos of Science
Items

Question
Content

Communism

GoaIs

Universalism

Universalism

1)

)

)

A

I

.)10
- L J_<)

" 26L

" 497

" 480

-375 545

4

Spearman-Brown Reliability Coefficíentl3 = 72

11s"" append-ix rr, Tables 4, 5, a-nd 6.
1)*-These numbers refer to Questions 59, 63, 64, and

66 in Appendix I" The items selected in accordance rvith the
procedure outlined above are: (1) Freedom to communicate
with other scient.ists is essential to the advancement of
knowledge," (2) The primary goal of science is the advance-
menL of knowledge," (3) The quality of a contribution to
scientj-fic knowledge shoul-d be judged independently from its
author's reputation; (4) One's personal biases shou.l-d not
affect his assessment of another scientisL's work.

NÏ where r is thre mean intercorrelaLion13 I\I\,=
1+ (¡¡-t) r and N is the number of variables.
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of science factor" An inspection of the rotated factor

matrix revealed that there were many specific factors, and

that no one factor had more than two items with high factor

loadings. Thuso iterns with the highest and purest factor

loadings on the fÍrst. factor of the unrotated factor matrix

\^/ere selected to form the commitment to the ethos of science

scale-

The factor analysis

for recognition14 scale was

the ethos of science sca1e"

38% of the total variance"

TABLE 2

1.1s

)

3.

of the ten. items in the desire

better than the commitment to

The first facLor account.ed for

It was identified as a desire

InÈercorrelation Matrix of Desire for necognit,ion Items

" 638

" s60 .726

Spearman-Brown Reliability Coefficient = "84

1L* ^See Appendix ff, Tables 7, B and 9 "

15rh."e numbers correspond to Questions 68, 72
74, Appendix I. These questions asked the respondents
j-ndicate how important each of the followingi vras as a
personal goal:

(1) A successful career as a scientist"
(21 A reputation as a good scj-entist.
(3) obtaining recognition from my colleagues.

and
t,o
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for recognition factor " Three items were selected for the

desire for recognition scale (See Table 2).

Factor analysis was not applied in the constru-ction

of Lhe research involvement scal-e" The items were only

intercorrelated with each other and the reliability coeffi-

cient was calculated"

TABLE 3

Tnt.ercorrelation Matrix for Research Involvement ftems

123
-16
-L-

) )aq

3. -632 " 133

Spearman-Brown Reliability Coefficient = "62

The i-ntercorrelation matrix of research involvement

items reveals j-nconsistent refationships amongst the indica-

tors. Such rel-ationships indicat,e that the variabl-e is not

16_.*"These numbers correspond to Questions 19, 2I, and
22, Appendix I" The following questions were used for
measuring research involvement;

(1) How many research projects are you currently work-
íng on?

(2) If you are currently involved in research, how mâny
hours per week do you invest in your research?

(3) If you are currently conducting research, how many
collaborators are working with you?
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unidimensional" As a result, only one indicator, hours per

week in research was used to measure this variable"

VERIFICJ\TION OF' HYPOTHESES :

Scal-e scores for commitment to the ethos of science

and desire for recognition were calculated by summing the

scores across the individual items of the composite indica-

-uors of each variable. Scores for preference for research

and research involvement were the responses to the single

items which were designed for the measurement of these

variables" The hlzpothesized relationships amongst the

variables were then tested by calculating the correlation

coefficients between each of the variables.

Although the hypotheses only specify positive rela.-

tionships amongst the variabies, it has been necessary to

construct a criterion f.or an acceptable strength of relatj-on-

ship" This criterion for acceptance \'vas constructed by

calculating the correlation coefficient necessary to produce

an F"- ratio significant at the .05 level of signifi-cance

l¡ased on a sam.ole sj-ze of 69" The correlation coefficient

necessary io produ.ce an F.- ratj-o of this magnitude is "24"

Relatjonshi,'cs amongst the variables r¿hich reached- this cri-

t,erion were accepted- as evidence in support of the hypo'Lheses "

A random saml:le was not d-rawn f or this study " This



has r:revented the use of tests of

and inferentia-l statist.ics. Thu.s,

be purely descriptive"

30.

statistrcal- significance

the stat.istics used wil-1
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CFIAPTER fÏf

FIÀJDINGS

INTRODUCTION

As díscussed in Chapter It this study attempts to

investigate rel-ationships amongst the following variables:

commitment to the ethos of science, desire tor recognitioir,

preference for research, and. research invol-vement" Five

hypotheses were derived from the l-iterature involving the

relationships amongst these variables " To t,est these hypo-

theses, data from the questionnaires were analyzed in the

manner proposed in Chapter II. The presentation of find-

ings is organized into three sections r (1) descriptive in-

formation on the sample, (2) distribut.ions of the study varj--

ables, and (3) analyses of the hy;oothesized rel-ationships"

DESCRIPTTON OF THE SAMPLE

Most of the respondents in the population may be con-

sidered professionally young. Tire mean professional age

(number of years since Ph" D.) was 7 "64 years, and the stan-

dard deviation, 5.87 years" The distribution of professional-

age ín the sample is represented in Table 4" It should. be

noted that the l-owest ,orofessional age category conÈains the

greatest number of subjects"

The relatively low professional age of the pooulation
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is also reflected in the number of years the respondents

have been in their respective departments. The mean length

of time in departrnent is 6-¿,7 years" The Cistribution of

TABLE 4

Distríbution of Scientists by Professional .499.

AGE

i5
610

11-15
L6 20
2L-25
26 30

NUMBER

34
l_B

ô
Õ

O

I
o

69TOTAL

g = 5.87

years in the departmeni is deseribed in Table 5" As was

the case with professiona-1 agê, the lowest category contains

the largest number of subjects. This would indicate the most

of the scientists in the population are bo'bh professionally

young and relatively new to the University of Manitoba.

While the population is professionally young, the

respondents seem to have been actj-ve researchers" The mean

number of papers published is 15"38 (standard deviation is

13 " s6) .

Juclging from previous behavior, the productivity of

the respondents is likely to continue" A11 but two respon-

dents in the popr-rlation are currently engaged in research"
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mn DT 1ì (
!n-D!! J

Distribu--uion of Respondents by Nu-rnl¡er of Years ,irr_ Ðe1:_artmentæ-

YEARS IN DEPART¡.[E}'1-T

0- 5

6--10
1l-15
t6 - 2-O

21 25
26-30

}TUiIiBER

4tr,

'7

')
J

5

0

69TOTAL

x - 6^48 U 
- 

Võ=L

The a.mou.nt of i:ime invesiecl in resea::ch varies widely" The

mean number of hours invested in research per rveek/per ;oerson

is 26"87 (standa::d deviation is L4,22j " "Ano'cher finding

w-hich su-ggests continued produciivity of the respondents is

the fac¡ tha.t 54% chose resea::ch as the activity they prefer

orz€r others "

In sum, the d"istribut,ions of the ba-ckground variahles

in the sample show that most of the respondents are yo'rLng,

prod-uc'Li ve, and seem to exhibit ,orof essional rather than

or ganizational or ien-uations "

The mean score on the composit.e indicator of conunit-

ment to the ethos of science is L7.L2 and the stand,ard d.evia-

tion i s L"69 " Ãlthough this mean score suggests that the

rnajority of the res ond.ents a.re highly cornmit,ted to ihe eb.hos

of science, the standard deviation indicates that there is
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tittle variaiion in the scores on this scal-e.

The d-istribution of scores on the composite indicat.or

of desire for recognition has a mean of 18"61 and. a standard

deviation of 4"49" This indicates thab the respondents do

have varying degrees of desire for recognition.

Preference for research was measured by a single item

rvhich was assigned scores ranging from I to 3" The mean

score \^/as 1"51 and standard d-eviation was .66" Research

involvement was also measured by a single item -- hours per

week in research" As was stated above the mean number of

hours invested per week was 26"87 and standard deviation \das

L4"22- The scores on both these variabtes appear to d.iscrj_m-

inate well among Lhe respondents.

TESTS OF ¡IYPOTHESES

The hypotheses are to be tested in 'the manner reported

at the end of Chapter II.

Parsons and Platt (L97O: 5) have asserted that re-

search "has become the highest obligation in the vaiue hier-

archy" of cognitive rationality" T'his suggests that commit.-

ment to the ethos of science shouid be related to preference

for research, since it. is through research that a scientist

fu1fil1s his obligatíon" The cor-refation coefficíent betr.veen

commitment to the ethos of science and preference Lor research
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was found. to be "05" Thi-s correlatíon o.i-'fers little support

for the hypothesized relationship between comi¡ritmeni to -uhe

eihos of science and preference for research" Because of this,

a further examination of this relationshi,o was carried ou.t.

TABLE 6

Intercorrelation r'4atrix of Commitment Lo the Ethos of Science
Items and Preference for Research

1. Communism
2 " Goals
3 " Universalism
4" Universalism
5. Preference for Research

t2

.2LB
"26L " 480

AO1 ??trø=J I . J I J

" 115 .I22
tr'AÉ'

"oo4 " lBB

Table 6 summarizes the relat'i onships between the commitment

to the ethos of science items and preference for resea¡:ch.

Items one through four are the Índicators of cornmitineirt -uo

the ethos of science" Item 5 is prefererrce for research.

The relationships i-n this table do not provì-d.e any additional

support for the hypothesized relationship between commitment

io the ethos of scjence and preferej'ìce for research"

The relationship between commitmen-t t.o the e-thos of

science and research incolvement was tested by examining the

correlation coefficient betlveen the indicators of t.hese two

variables. The correlaticn coefficient between them rvas "32"
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This finding is significant enough to be accepted as evidence

of a relationship between commitment to the ethos of science

and tíme invested in research" This suggests a similarity

to Gl-aserrs (1964) f inding of a relati-onship between institu-

tional motivation and time in research"

Recognition has been hypothesized to be an incentive

for research (Merton, L957i Hagstrom, L965; Storer, 1966¡

Rief , 1961). If scientist.s do indeed desire recognitj-ono

there will be a positive relationship between measured re-

search involvement and desire for recognition. fn the pre-

sent studyo the rel-ationship between measured research

involvement, and desire for recogni-tion was found to be .19,

a f igure too low to warrant acceptance of the hypo'thesis "

Because of this, the refat.ionship between desire for recogni-

tion and research involvement was examined further" Table

7 summarizes the relationships between the items used to

measure the correlation between the two variables"

TABLE 7

fntercorrefation Matrix of Desire for Recognition Items and
Research Involvem

1 . Success ful- Career
2. Good Reputation
3" Obtaining Recognítion
4" Time in Research

" o¡e
.560 .762
"234 - 158 -LO2
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Items one, two and three refer to the desire for recognition.

Item four, is the research ínvolvement, item. The relation-

ships between the desire for recognition items and the re-

search involvement, item are relat,ively Iow, but consist,ent,.

The low correlation between the two variables examined

may be explained in part by the fact, that only quantitative

aspects of research involvement v/ere considered j-n this study.

Desire for recognit,ion may be more strongly related to quali-

tative aspects of research involvement through its influence

on choice of research topic. For example, a scientist, might

choose a research topic in a new area, and, if successful,

greatly enhance his career and establish his reput,ation.

This has been suggested by Hagstrom (1965), Reif (1961) and

Rief and Strauss (1965).

If recognition is exchanged for informatíon, as

Hagstrom (1965) suggests, and if scier¡t,ists desire recogni-

tion, scientists witt¡ such aspirations should prefer research

over other activities. The relationship between desíre for

recognition and preference for research in this study was

found to be .09. ÍL¡is value does not meet the criterion for

acceptance of the hypothesized relationship.

Mert,on (1963) and Hagstrom (1965) have both suggested

relationships between commitment to tl¡e inst,itution of

science and desire for recognition. Merton (1963 z L22, f.or
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example, writes:

In general, the need to have accomplishment recognized
w-hich for the scientis't means that his knowing peers
judge the work worth the while, is the result of d-eep
devotion Lo the advancement of knowledge as an ul-timate
value" Rather than being a.t odds with dedication to
science, the concern rvith recognition is usually a
direct, expression of ít.

When the correfation coefficíent between the indica-

tor of desire for recognition and the indicator of cornmitment

to the ethos of science was inspected, a low posiLive rela-

tionship (r = "I2) between these variables was found" The

intercorrelation matrix of all the indicators of desire for

recognition and commitment to the ethos of science was exa-

mined. These relat.ionships are sufiìïnarized in Tabte B.

TABLE B

Intercorrel-ation Matrix of Commitment to Ethos of Science
Items and Desire for Recognition' Items"

l-. Commu-nism
2" Goals
3" Universalism
4- Universalism
5" Successful

Career
6" Good R:puta-

tion
7 " Obtain Recog-

nition

.480
"375 "545

" 159 -.039 " 000

"iB9 -"094 -"O97

-363 "031 "O49

" 638

" s60 -726

1

.2TB

.26I
" 497

-"018

" 180

" 009
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Items one to four in Table B are the commitment to the ethos

of scíence items" The remainder of the items are the desire

for recognition items" The relationship between these two

sets of variables is I ow and inconsistent"

The previous sections of this chapter contained exam-

inations and discussions of the relationships of desire for

recognition and commitment to the ethos of science wrth other

variables" For the sake of clarity Table 9 provides a

summary of these relationships "

TABLE 9

Inter corr elation

CE DR PR RI

Commitment to
Ethos of Science

Desire for
Recognition

Preference for
Research

Research Involvement

"12

"05

a,)

"09

-19 LL

In the presenL chapter, findings obtained from the

analysis of the data were present,ed. and discussed. The data

contained some evidence supportive only of one of the fj-ve

hypothesized relationships amongst the study variabl-es "
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CHAPTER TV

CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The anallzsis of the d-ata irurh-ich was presenteo in

Chapter TII revealed the .presence of weak relationships

amongst t.he varíables " Although they perhaps offered. sup-

port for some of the hypotheses, only one of the rel_ation-

ships was strong enough to permit acceptance of the hypo-

theses.

Before drawing any conclusions from the analysis of

the data, however, the reader must be made aware of certaín

,oroblems in this study" These problems stem from the measure-

ment instruments, the sampling proced.ures, and the natu.re of

the theory from which the hypotheses were derived..

PROBL.EMS OF MEASIIREMENT

One of the major problems of the measurement technique

lvas the lack of variation in the scores - of commitment to the

ethos of science" This indicates that the scale does not have

the ability to discriminate wel1" The lack of discriminatory

power in the scal-e raises doubts about the instrument's abil-

íty to measure differences in commitment to the ethos of science.

, Mreasurement of desire -For recognítion was l-ess dif-

ficul-t than that of the foregoing variable" The composite
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indicator for the former discriminated amongst the respon-

dents better than did the commitment to the ethos of science

s cale "

A second and similar problem stemmed from the use

of the criterion value (r = "24) " The magnitude of the

F" - ratio is dependent upon the size of the correfation

coefficient and the size of the sample" Some of Lhe correl-a-

tions obtained might have been acceptable if a large sample

had been used ín this study-

The problems of the measurement instruments, statis-

tical procedures and the lack of evidence do not enable us

to accept the hypotheses " If the reason for the weak rela-

tionships lies primarily in the measurement instruments

however, rejection of the hypotheses becomes difficult

because it entails the assumption that the sca.l-es are

relatively problem-free" This assumption, however, cannot

be made. Rejection of the hypotheses also entails question*

ing the val-idity of a large segment of sociologicai- theory.

To raise such problems on the basís of findings produced by

inaccurate measurement techniques is not advisable.

SAMPL]NG PROBLEMS

The inadequate findings might also have been the

result of a small population size" Had a sample been drav¡n
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from a larger and more diversified population, the concl-u-

sions reached may have been more representative of the

institution of science, and may have lent some support to

the hypotheses.

Whether the scientists at the University of Manitoba

are similar .in their orientation and attributes to scientists

in other institutions coul-d not be d-etermined. The geo-

graphic factor and the reputation of the institution might

be variables affecting the type of scientists who choose to

come and establish themsel-ves here.

Most of Mertonus data on the scientist's concern

over recognition has been gathered from biographical accounts

of scientists who were pre-eminent in their fielos" Other

studies have also examined scientific elites rather than

scientists of l-esser prestíge" This bias may have affected

the theore-L,ical formulations of Merton and those employing

the Mertonian approach to the sociology of science.

PROBLEIV1S OF THEORY

Up to this point there has been constani reference

to the ".r\4ertonian approach" to the sociology of science"

This term has been used not in order to distingui sh this

approach to the subject matt,er from other possible a.nproaches,

but to inoicate that it is more an approach, rather than a
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theory" This distinction has been made because there is no

set of interrelated, well-defined prorÐositions in the writings

which woul d qualiftr the rYertonian approach as a theory in the

strict sense" The hypotheses v/elre derived from statements

about scientj-sts in the literature reviewed.. rt is, there-

fore, possibi-e that these statements were misinterpreted"

ff there had been a formally stated theory of the behavior

of scientists from which hypotheses could be rigorously

derived, the possibility of such mi-sj-nterpretation woulcl have

been minimized.

SUGGESTTONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

fn view of the lack of empirical research on scien-

tists and in the light of the findings of this studyn iJ:e

first suggestion for future research is self-evident"

sociologists of science should devote more attention to the

study of individual scientists then they have in recent years.

Further, if future researchers rely upon the Mertonj-an ap-

proach in the study of the values of scientists, they shourd

endeavour to develop an adequate scale for the measurement

of commi-tment to scientific values.

ft d-oes not seem likely that the normative st::ucture

of science crashes down upon scientists to produce uniformly

molded scientists" Types of scientists with varied. commit-

ments to science have been empirically differentiated (eox
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and Cotgrove z L966) " Social-izaticn into sc-ience coul-d- thus

be the subject of future research. Studíes on socializat.ion

int.o the institution shou1d focus upon the acquisition of

i-he values of science or upon the formation of scientifj_c

identities" Research on such topics woul-d further boih the

understand.ing of the normat'ive aspects of science and the

process of adul-t socializatj-on"

fn future research on recognition, efforts should be

made toward the development ofameasurement instrument for

tlre desire Ícr recogniti-on" ff desire for :tecognition is as

important t.o the understanding of scientistsu behavior pat-

terns as 'bhe t{ertonian approach implies, a scale for the

measurement of this variable is long overdue" It, is also

suggested that scientists' reference groups l:e studied"

Recognition from specific-others may be more important than

recognition from non-specific-others such as journal editors

or the general scientific community"

The foregoing suggesti-ons for future research have

been intended for the stud.y of ind"ividual scient.ists. In

recent years, there has been a lack of disciplined macro-

sociological- studies of the relationships between science

and other institutional spheres of society" Another sugges-

tion for :-"uture research therefore, is the study of the

relationships between science and soci-ety. If such studies
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are pursued., they should deal with contempoïary reiationships

in addition to hístorical ones.

Although the findings of this study fend some suppori

to ihe Mertonian cont,entions, this support is not strong

enough to v¡arrant unqualified acceptance of the hypotheses

as has been indicated previously" It is hoped that the find-

ings of this study have demonstrated the need- for operation-

alizing the l4ertonian concepts and developing scal-es for

their measurement. Undoubtedly, more research in this area

of sociology of science will- produce more refined measure-

ment instruments which will greatly facilitate future studies"

As it has been noted, a theory to guide research in

this area has yet to be developed. The Mertonians have

introduced. concepts and indicated refationships amongst some

variables" Since l-ittle empirical research has been done

thus farn more studies should be carried out in order that a

theoretical framework may be developed to guid.e futu¡e re-

search "
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APPENDIX I

THE QUESTIOi'{NAIRE

1) Departmeni

2) Rank

3) Horv many years have you been in the department?

4) fn what year did you receive your Ph" D" ?

5) Have you ever held a post doctoral fell-owship? Yes No

6) If yes, where was it he]ifl?

7) Are your rnain interests theoretrcal _0 exper,imental_,

other

Pl-ease answer the following questions as best you- can"
If you cannot recall the exact number of times you have per-
formed the following ac-tivities, plea.se state the approxim.ate
number "

B) How many d-ifferent research projects have you worked on
during lrouir ent,ire career?

9) llow many different research projects have you worked on
during the past five years?

f0) How many papers have you wriLten during your entire
car eer ?

11) Hor,v raany papers have ycu r,vritten d-uring the pas t f ive
year s ?

i_2) How m.any of the published palr:ers were w-ritten by
yourself?
in collaboration with others?

13) How many times have you been invited. to read papers or
give lectures to lea,rned colieagues duríng your entire
career ?
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L4) How rnany paroers have you presented at meetings of
scientific societies during your entire career?

15) Hov.z many meeti-ngs of scientífic associaticns to you
attend a.nnually ?

f 6) How many scientif ic assoc'iations d.o you belong to?

L7) How many times during your entire career have you- acted-
as a referee for journal af'cicfes?

fB) On how many journal editorial boards have you servecl
during your entire career?

19) Fiow many research projects are you currently working
aìn ?

20) If none, do yçu expect to be involved in research in the
near future? Yes No

2L) lf you aie currently involved- in research, how many hours
per week c1o ycu invest in your research?

22) If you are currently conducting research, how many colla-
borators are working with you?

23) .Are your collaborators (if any) (A) Post doctoral fellows
(B) Graduate str-ldents (c¡ Faculty members at the

university _ (ol in industry _- (E) in government
(r'l others

24j Have colleagu.es ever consulted with you on their research
problems? Yes No

25) ApproximateJ-y what proportion of these colleagues are (À)
from other departments or research institutes in Canadian
universities
institutes outside Canada ?

26) How many theses and di ssertatíons have you directed during I
your entire career ?

27) How many students are you. currently advising?
l4asters? Ph"D"

Please rank the following activities according to how
much time you allocate to each of them" If lzou allocate
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the la-rgest proport.i-on of your time to the activity, please
ind-icate by vrriting lst in the blank space fol-lowing the
activiiy. If the activity inr¡olves Lhe second largest propor-
ti on of your timeo ¡rlease índicate by r.;riting 2nd- in the space
following the act'i vi by, et,c.

2ej (Ã] Research_ (e¡ Teaching (C) Ad.ministration_

29i Please ::ank the following act,ivites accord_ing to your
personal preference (lst, 2nd, 3rd) : (A) Research
(e¡ Ad.minist.ra.tion (cl Teaching

30) Do you feel that you. have any commiiment to the next
generation of scient,ists? Yes No

Please indicate your agreement or d-isagreement with
ea-ch of the f ollowing statements " If you strongl-y agree with
the statement, please circle SA" If you agree, circle A" If
you feei- neu!ËÈl- or are uqable to indiçqle, please circle N.
ff you disagree with the statement, please circle D" If you
strongl-y disagree with the statement, please ci::cle Sp"

Strongly Ãgree Neu.tral Dis- Strongly
Agr ee

31) Scientists should
be more concerned
abou.t. advancing
theír careers than
advancíng know-
ledge"SAÂNDSD

32J Receivj-ng citations
in the works of
other scientists is
an i-ndiation that
others think well
of one's research
efforts"SAANDSD

33) It is not important.
that oness colleagues
think highly of his
Wor]<" S.A A N D SD

Agree Disagree
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34'l Science policy and
defence policy are
too closely related
to each other in
Canada and the U"S.A. SA A

35) Self denial is the mark
of a great man. SA

36) Enjoying a reputation
as a good scientist is
more important than hav-
ing a high salary SA

37) Scientists do not have
enough influence in the
formation of nationaf
and international science
policy

38) It is important that
oneos colleagues recog-
nize his contributions
t,o his field SA

39.) Only other scientists
are capable of evaluat-
ing scientific
research SA

40) It. is not important that
a scientist make signi-
ficant contributions to
his fiel-d of speciali-
zation SA

4I) The merit of one's work
may best be judged by
its immediate practical
USES SA A

42) Research shoul-d be just-
ified as an end in
it,self SA

SD

SD

D

D

N

N

SDDNnÕ

SA SDDN

SEDNA

DNA

SDDN

DN

DÂ

SD

SD

N SD



43'j Recognitíon should be
granted to those rvho
make ímpo::tant contri-
l:utions to scientific
knorvledge

44) Being a successful
scientist is having
others find your worl<
valuable

45j Scientists should l:e
responsible for the
practicaf uses v¡hich
are made of their
discoveries

46j A scientistus primary
loyalty should be to
the institution in
v¿hich he is employed

47] Scientists should- de-
vote most of their
time to the solution
of socially relevani
probl ems

48't A scientistûs primary
loyalty shoul-d ]:e to
his fellow scientists

49') It is unforLunate that
the pursuit of scien-
tifÍc work happens to
be associat.ed with mal<-
ing a J-iving

50)

SA

SA P"

r\ U

50.

SD

SD

SA rìN

TìN

DNTùll

SDDNnå

DNA

SD

SD

The most important
activity for scientists
is basi c research SA

SA

SA

SD

SD

D

Ð

N

N

SA

51) Recogni tion is not
important t,o scien-
t.: ^+^LI¡ L¡ DN^SA SD
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52) Only scientists should
be all-owed to make
internati-onal science
policy

53) A scientist's primary
concern when conduct-
ing research shoulcl be
the practi_cal applica.-
tion of his findings SÂ

54) A scientist should al-
ways try to publish his
research findings

55) Science must be kept
free from political
authority

s6) Scientific knowledge
shoul-d not be the per-
sonal property of one
scientist in particular

57) Scientific findings
should be pubiished
regardless of their
possible consequences

58) Sometimes a scientist
j-s justified in with-
holding some of his
knowledge from others

59) Freedom to communicate
with other scientists
is essentia_l to the ad-
vancement of knowledge

60) A scientist should de-
vote most of his time
to his research

61) Teaching detracts time
and effort that should
be invested in research

SA DNT SD

SA

SD

SD

SD

D

D

D

N

Àl

N

A

n

SA

SA

SD

SD

SD

nN SD

QT\

fr

D

D

J)

D

i\T

N

'l\T

N

A

nf1

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA I\ SD
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62) It is not important
that a scientist should
make a contríbution to
hisfield SA A N D SD

63) The primary goal of
science is the advance-
ment of knowledge SA A N D SD

64) The quality of a con-
tribution to scientifíc
knowledge should be
judged independently
from its authoros repu-
tationSAANDSD

65) Science has no political
boundariesSAANDSD

66) Oneos personal biases
should not affect his
assessment of the scien-
tific merit of another
scientistss work SA A N D SD

67) Ã scientist should have
complete freedom to
choose any research
t.opic he f inds i nterest-
ingSAANDSD

Indica'ue how important each of the followiirg is to
you as a personal goal toward which you" are either now striv-
ing or hope to begin striving toward in the near future. Use
the numbers point I to 9, with I indicating that it is "very
unimportant", 5 indicating that it is now "moderateJ-y impor-
tarrt.", and 9 indicating that it is "extremely important,'.

68) A successful- career as a scientist

69) Experiencing the joy of discovery

70) Publishing papers in prominent journals in my field

7I) Material- security

72) A reputation as a good scientist
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73) Pursuing knovrledge for its ov¡n sake

74) Obtaining recognition from my colleagues

75) A,oprying my knowled-ge to solve socially rel-evant probrems

l6) Financíal success

77) Being regarded as an authoritlz in my field

In responding to the following statements, please
indicate your response by placing a check mark beside the
category which best describes your feeling-

78) My contributions to scientific knowledge have received
adequate recognition? yes yes with reservations
No with reservations No

79) r am concerned about having my work antici,oated blz some-
one else" Alvrays_ Sometimes Hardly eveï
Never

B0) At times r feel that f am competing rvith others in my
field" Alr,vays Sometimes-_ Hardly ever Never
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APPENDTX If

TABLE 1 Intercorrelation Matrix
Commitment to Ethos of

for Thirty Seven
Science Items
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